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A Fermi liquid is a state adiabatically connected to the ground state  
of free fermions. The electrons “renormalize” into coherent quasiparticles 

| N+1i = Z1/2c†| N i+
X

c†cc†| N i+ . . .

Fig. 5. (a) The non-interacting spectral function A(k,ω) at fixed k as a function of
ω. (b) The spectral function of single-electron excitations in a Fermi-liquid at fixed
k as a function of ω. If 1

πA(k,ω) is normalized to 1, signifying one bare particle, the
weight under the Lorentzian, i.e. the quasi-particle part, is Z. As explained in the
text, at the same time Z is the discontinuity in Fig. 4.

moving a particle excitation below the Fermi energy means that we add a hole
excitation). As sketched in Fig. 5(a), for the non-interacting system, A0(k,ω)
is simply a delta-function peak at the energy ϵk, because all momentum states
are also energy eigenstates:

A0(k,ω)= δ(ω − (ϵk − µ)) , for ω > µ , (3)

=−
1

π
Im

1

ω − (ϵk − µ) + iδ
= −

1

π
ImG0(k,ω) . (4)

Here δ is small and positive; it reflects that particles or holes are introduced
adiabatically, and is taken to zero at the end of the calculation for the pure
non-interacting problem. The first step of the second line is just a simple
mathematical rewriting of the delta function; in the second line the Green’s
function G0 for non-interacting electrons is introduced. More generally the
single-particle Green’s function G(k,ω) is defined in terms of the correlation
function of particle creation and annihilation operators in standard textbooks
[182,4,208,159]. For our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that it is re-
lated to the spectral function A(k,ω), which has a clear physical meaning and
which can be deduced through Angle Resolved Photoemission Experiments :

G(k,ω) =

∞
∫

−∞

dx
A(k, x)

ω − µ − x + iδ sgn(ω − µ)
. (5)

A(k,ω) thus is the spectral representation of the complex function G(k,ω).
Here we have defined the so-called retarded Green’s function which is especially
useful since its real and imaginary parts obey the Kramers-Kronig relations. In
the problem with interactions G(k,ω) will differ from G0(k,ω). This difference
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Zero sound = oscillations in the volume and shape of FS



Phenomenology of normal state transport in high-Tc cuprates 5
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of (hole-doped) cuprates mapped out in terms of the
temperature and doping evolution of the in-plane resistivity ρab(T ). The solid lines
are the phase boundaries between the normal state and the superconducting or
antiferromagnetic ground state. The dashed lines indicate (ill-defined) crossovers in
ρab(T ) behavior. The meanings of the labels T ∗, Tcoh and TFL are explained in the
text.

cuprates (p > 0.15). The correct Fermiology of weakly doped cuprates, on the other

hand, is still to be resolved; whilst no-one disputes the existence of a (pseudo)gap in

the normal state excitation spectrum, its manifestation on the (remnant) FS and its

evolution with temperature and doping remain highly controversial [27, 28]. In light of

this, I will focus here more on the highly doped regions of the phase diagram, though I

shall return to discuss the situation in underdoped cuprates at the end.

3. In-plane resistivity

The in-plane resistivity ρab(T ) of hole-doped HTC shows a very systematic evolution

with doping that is summarized in Fig. 2, where a schematic phase diagram of p-type

cuprates is reproduced together with the doping and temperature evolution of ρab(T ).

(Electron-doped cuprates will be dealt with at the end of this section). The solid
lines are the phase boundaries between the normal state and the superconducting or

antiferromagnetic ground state, whilst the dashed lines indicate (ill-defined) crossovers

in ρab(T ) behavior, each of which, may or may not be associated with a fundamental

change in the nature of the electronic states. Optimal doping is indicated by the vertical

dotted line corresponding to the pinnacle of the superconducting dome and the areas to
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This behaviour is often associated with the vicinity to a quantum critical point, 
and points to a short lifetime of excitations Ubiquity of T-linear resistivity

(after Sachdev-Keimer ’11)

Many systems of correlated electrons (e.g. high-Tc superconductors, heavy 
fermions) exhibit a “strange metal” behavior that challenges the Fermi liquid 
paradigm



Planckian dissipation
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⌧P =
~

kBT
Sachdev, Zaanen

At criticality observables have a scaling behavior
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One expects a general lower bound based on uncertainty principle 
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⌧ & ⌧P

Saturation of the bound should be associated with strong coupling 

The intuition/evidence for this comes from the related viscosity bound,  
saturated by holographic systems at infinite coupling
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is uncovered in its strange metal regime. It is
important to explore the dynamical scaling
of the optical conductivity in other materials
classes with strange-metal behavior; one can
then assesswhether the charge carrier dynamics
emerging from a localization-delocalization
quantum critical point, as proposed here, is
a universal mechanism of strange-metal be-
havior. This scaling form also provides an
intriguing link to the quantum scaling ofmetal-
insulator transitions, both in Mott-Hubbard
(28–30) and in disordered systems (31).
Our results demonstrate that charge car-

riers are a central ingredient of the singular
physics at the border of antiferromagnetic
order, providing direct evidence for the beyond-
Landau nature of metallic quantum critical-
ity. Our findings also delineate the role of
electronic localization transitions in strange-
metal phenomena, which are relevant to a
variety of strongly correlated materials (32)
and beyond (33).
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Fig. 3. Terahertz time-domain transmission spec-
troscopy of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. (A) Real part of
optical conductivity Re(s) versus frequency at different
temperatures (bottom to top: 250, 150, 80, 60, 40, 30,
25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 3, and 1.4 K), with corresponding dc
values marked as zero-frequency points. Curves below
250 K (and the respective dc values) are successively
offset by 6 × 105 ohm–1 m–1 for clarity. (B) w/T scaling,
with a critical exponent of a ≈ 1, revealed with Re[sin
(w)] ·Ta isotherms plotted versus ℏw/(kBT) collapsing
onto a single curve for temperatures T ≤ 15 K and
frequencies below 2 THz. (Inset) Normalized deviation
between the different isotherms as a function of a,
revealing best scaling for a = 1.03. 4
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Fig. 4. Illustration of quantum-critical charge fluc-
tuations emerging from Kondo disentanglement.
Tuning a heavy fermion metal with a nonthermal
parameter d, which microscopically corresponds to
the ratio of Kondo to RKKY coupling, from an
antiferromagnetic ground state with local moment
order (bottom left box; blue circle and red arrows
indicate Fermi sphere and local moments, respectively)
to a Kondo entangled paramagnet (bottom right
box; the antiferromagnetic Kondo exchange JK favors
the formation of a Kondo singlet between the local
moment S, represented as an arrow, and the spin of
the conduction electrons c†sc—the particle-hole
excitation of the Fermi sea in the spin-triplet
channel) creates distinct single-particle excitations
(top boxes) and, in turn, quantum-critical charge fluctuations within the quantum-critical fan.
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Figure 4: Comparison of two overdoped cuprates – Nd-LSCO and Tl2201 — (a, b)
Fermi surfaces at kz = ⇡/c. In Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24 ((a), red), the Fermi surface is electron-like
and contained inside the antiferromagnetic zone boundary (black dotted lines). In Tl2201, with
Tc = 15 K ((b), violet), the hole-like Fermi surface crosses the antiferromagnetic zone boundary at
so-called “hot spots” (violet points). (c, d) Density of states (DoS) 1/|~rk✏(k)| as a function of the
azimuthal angle �, at kz = ⇡/c. In Nd-LSCO (c), the DoS is large at the antinodes due to proximity
to the van Hove singularity. By contrast, in Tl2201 (d), the DoS is nearly isotropic. (e) Elastic
part of the scattering rate vs azimuthal angle �. In Nd-LSCO (red), the elastic scattering rate
tracks the strong angle dependence of the DoS. By contrast, the elastic scattering rate in Tl2201
(violet; from [33]) is isotropic, in accordance with the relatively isotropic DoS. (f) Inelastic part of
the scattering rate, multiplied by ~/(kBT ), vs azimuthal angle �. The inelastic scattering rate in
Nd-LSCO is isotropic and consistent with “Planckian dissipation” in the sense that ~/⌧ = ↵kBT
with ↵ of order 1 (the uncertainty in ↵ is indicated by the red shading.) The inelastic T -linear
scattering rate of Tl2201 is strongly anisotropic, going from zero at � = 45� (nodal region) to a
near-Planckian magnitude at � = 0� (anti-nodal region, near the hot spots). Note that in Tl2201
there is also an isotropic T 2 part to the inelastic scattering rate, in addition to the anisotropic
T -linear part shown here [33]. This results in a resistivity that varies as aT + bT 2 (Figure 1b) [21].

B�linear magnetoresistance. This mechanism may explain B�linear magnetoresistance without
any need for a B-dependent scattering rate. This is further supported by our fits to a second data
set taken at B = 35 T, which yield the same scattering rates we find at 45 T (Extended Data
Fig. 5.) It remains to be seen whether this mechanism can explain B�linear magnetoresistance
more generally, e.g. as found in iron pnictide superconductors [35], where the Fermi surface and
scattering rate are unlikely to be as anisotropic as they are in Nd-LSCO.

In the context of our discovery that the inelastic scattering rate at p? is both Planckian and
isotropic, it is interesting to consider how this scattering rate evolves into the overdoped regime.
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Figure 2: ADMR and quasiparticle scattering rate of Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24. (a) Left
panels: The ADMR of Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24 as a function of ✓ for four di↵erent temperatures,
T = 25, 20, 12, and 6 K, and at B = 45 T. The grey area near ✓ = 90� for T = 6 K and
12 K indicates the region where the sample becomes superconducting. Right panels: Simulations
obtained from the Chambers formula using the tight-binding parameters of Extended Data Table 1
and the scattering rate model of Equation 7. (b) Log-scale polar plot of the scattering rate at
T = 25 K. Note the large scattering rate near the anti-nodes where the Fermi surface passes close
to the van Hove point. The isotropic part of the scattering rate, 1/⌧iso, is shown as a dashed red
line. The anisotropic part, 1/⌧aniso is shown in violet. The total scattering rate, 1/⌧aniso + 1/⌧iso
is the entire solid line, shaded red or violet depending on whether it is dominated by 1/⌧aniso or
1/⌧iso, respectively. (c) Temperature dependence of the two components of the scattering rate.
A linear fit to 1/⌧iso using 1/⌧ = A + ↵kBT/~, yields ↵ = 1.2 ± 0.4, a value consistent with
the Planckian limit (↵ ⇡ 1). The error bar on ↵ accounts for the uncertainty in the fit as well
as a ±10 % uncertainty in the distance between the electrical contacts on the ADMR sample.
By contrast, 1/⌧aniso is seen to be temperature independent, showing that it comes entirely from
elastic scattering o↵ defects and impurities.

nents of the quasiparticle scattering rate from these fits, shown in Figure 2c. Remarkably, we find
that the anisotropic scattering rate is temperature independent, while the isotropic scattering rate
is linear in temperature.

To check the validity of these scattering rates, we use our fit parameters and Bolzmann trans-
port to calculate the temperature dependence of ⇢xx and the Hall coe�cient RH ⌘ ⇢xy/B. As
shown in Figure 3, we reproduce the temperature dependence of all three transport coe�cients.
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be due to coupling to phonons or the magnetic resonance mode,
and (b) a smooth kink-like effect observed in the normal state due
to a Kramers–Kronig transformation of the PLL scattering rate, as
is shown in the Supplementary Fig. 2.

All curves for one sample have been fit simultaneously to Eq. 1,
greatly constraining the parameter set that can fit the data. The
extracted parameters as a function of doping are shown in Fig. 1c.
One set of parameters α,β,λ, and Γ0 is obtained per sample, with
these four parameters fitting all the ARPES data for all energies
and all normal state temperatures. We do not include the
normalization frequency ωN here because it has been fixed at the
high energy of 0.5 eV (approximately the bottom of the band) for
all samples, which is purposely far beyond the 0.1 eV energy scale
over which the data are fit, minimizing its impact on the obtained
physics. ωN is also fully mathematically irrelevant for the case that
the parameter α= 1/2 and almost irrelevant when α is near 1/2,
as is the case for most important doping values.

Figure 1c shows that λ, and β are essentially independent of
doping level (and also energy and temperature). The β values
(3.5 ± 0.5) are close to the theoretical expectation of π for a Fermi
liquid metal (blue dashed line in Fig. 1c), with this result based
upon the conversion of the Matsubara frequencies from the
imaginary to real axes18. The main experiments that have
addressed this issue in the literature are optics experiments, and
then even for the simple Fermi liquid case, these have not
successfully found the expected scaling between T and ω (see
ref. 13,19,20). Therefore, the β values uncovered here serve as a
combination of a classic theoretical prediction, constraints on
new theories, and a confirmation of the reasonableness of the PLL
form of interactions. The offset parameter Γ0 ranges from about
8–35 meV as a function of doping, as shown by the offset lines in
panel b and discussed more extensively in Supplementary Note 5.

Parameter λ is essentially constant as a function of doping,
pegged to the value 0.5, again confirming the simplicity and

universality of the form of interactions. This value is roughly
consistent with the recent notions of Planckian dissipation that
stated that the optimally doped cuprates had the maximum
possible scattering rate, determined by Planck’s constant10. The
fact that λ is constant across the phase diagram implies that all
doping levels may have this same maximum electronic coupling,
though the form of the coupling (controlled by α) varies strongly
as a function of doping.

The data are shown in Fig. 1b is from 5 samples, 27 individual
cuts of data, each of which contains on order of 50 energy points
and 100 k points, or over 105 data points total. For each sample,
characterizing all of its data with the 5 parameters of Eq. 1 is
impressive. That four of them essentially drop out leaving just the
one linearly varying parameter α is even more so.

Figure 2 shows the imaginary self-energy (with Γ0 subtracted
off) for different doped samples vs. ζ2= {(!hω)2+(βkBT)2}. Each
plot contains many individual temperature curves that all collapse
onto single lines, indicating the nearly ideal scaling behavior of
the data as a function of temperature and frequency. On this
log–log plot a power law function is perfectly linear, with the
slope of the lines giving the Power Law Liquid exponent α, as
shown by the linear dashed lines on each of the plots, with these α
values (slopes) gradually increasing from left to right.

The doping dependence of α is shown in more detail in Fig. 1c,
indicating that it takes on a roughly linear dependence and is very
close to 1/2 at optimal doping. In this case, Eq. 1 reduces to the
hyperbolic form:

Σ00
Opt ¼ Γ0 þ λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð!hωÞ2 þ βkBTð Þ2

q
ð2Þ

which is linear in both energy (for T= 0) and temperature (for
ω= 0), i.e. it is of the MFL type of interaction 5 (see the
theoretical plot of Fig. 3b) and the parameter ωN also becomes
irrelevant. If we extrapolate α to very high doping levels (HOD or
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Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ Fit from ARPES measurements of                               using a phenomenological 
form of the self-energy
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Heavily Over Doped) such that α= 1, the PLL form becomes:

Σ00
HOD ¼ Γ0 þ λ

ð!hωÞ2 þ βkBTð Þ2

ωN
ð3Þ

and the quadratic dependence on energy and temperature of the
normal Fermi liquid is recovered (Fig. 3a). As we go to the
underdoped region the self-energy takes on an unusual S-curve
shape with energy (Fig. 3c) that has the expected sub-linear
behavior at higher energies. The behavior is a natural aspect
of the PLL self-energy and is not possible with a linear
combination of quadratic Fermi liquid and linear MFL which is
necessarily concave up, in contrast to the underdoped data that is
concave down at higher frequencies. To emphasize the S-curve
in the underdoped regime we draw in the linear extrapolation
of the deep energy dependence in Fig. 3c at a finite temperature
of 100 K.

All curves in Fig. 3 are plotted at T= 100 K, and in all cases we
show that the low energy behavior of the self-energies can be
approximated by a parabolic curve (blue dashed lines), which
would often be interpreted as indicative of the Fermi liquid ω2

scaling. It is therefore important that in the present case only
Fig. 1a is an actual Fermi liquid, while Fig. 1c is a very special
situation that (as we show later) even has zero quasiparticle
residue at T= 0, i.e. it has zero overlap with Fermi liquid physics.
Surprisingly, this form still has a quadratic-like behavior at low
energies as shown in Fig. 3c, reminiscent of (but different than) a
Fermi liquid.

Temperature dependence and comparison to resistivity.
Figure 4a shows the calculated normal state temperature depen-
dence of the ω= 0 self-energy, using α values according to the
linear fit (red dashed line) of Fig. 1c. We also fixed λ to 0.5 and β
to π, and ignored the impurity scattering term Γ0 because, as
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discussed in Supplementary Note 5, this term is mostly from
forward scattering contributions and/or chemical potential
inhomogeneity that have minimal effects on the measured
resistivity. Therefore there is essentially only one parameter α that
created the entire set of curves shown in Fig. 4a. These curves
have a roughly linear form at higher temperatures, with a
deviation from linearity at lower temperature. The approximate
temperature at which this deviation occurs is indicated by the
arrows (see Supplementary Note 7), although this is not a sharply
defined temperature scale.

With this information about the self-energy it is possible,
within a few simple models, to calculate the temperature-
dependent electrical resistivity. We do this in two standard but
simplistic ways, shown for the Boltzmann transport model in
Fig. 4b and the Drude model in Fig. 4c. The difference in these
models comes largely from the way variations in the properties
around the Fermi surface are considered, as discussed in
Supplementary Note 6.

Figure 4d presents the measured resistivity of similar
samples21. The overall scale and shape of the measured resistivity
is surprisingly similar to that calculated from the self-energies
(Figs. 4b, c). To our knowledge this is the closest agreement yet
between the results of a transport measurement and a high-
energy spectroscopy such as ARPES, also putting strong
constraints on the origin of the strange metal resistive fluctua-
tions. This agreement indicates that the electrical resistivity of the

cuprates can be closely connected to the single-particle electronic
relaxation rates, with these relaxation channels dominated by
large-angle scattering (since forward scattering contributes very
weakly to the resistivity—see Supplementary Note 5). This would
appear to make it difficult for theories with dominant coupling to
q ~ 0 fluctuations 22–24 to connect to our data.

Conventionally, the temperature scale at which the resistivity
deviates from the high temperature linear regime has been noted
as T* and has been one of the major tools used to determine the
onset of the pseudogap phase. Using the same methods to extract
this scale as used in transport, (Supplementary Note 7) a similar
temperature scale vs. doping can be extracted from the PLL self-
energies, as shown in Fig. 4a and summarized in Fig. 4e, but
called T’ here for clarity. Note here that we have followed these
temperature scales through the superconducting dome as if the
superconductivity didn’t disrupt the PLL phenomenology. Also
plotted in Fig. 4e is an extracted temperature T” in the overdoped
regime, where the curvature turns upwards at low temperatures
and hence also deviates from linearity. While the experimental
transport data of Fig. 4d don’t go far enough into the overdoped
regime for the T” scale to become visible, overdoped data from
other families of the cuprates clearly show this power law
behavior25,26.

The extracted temperatures shown in Fig. 4e produce a v-shaped
structure, with the crossover between the two branches (where there
is perfect linearity) reaching T= 0 near optimal doping. This
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Fig. 4 Scattering rates, resistivity, and apparent temperature scales. aCalculated doping and temperature dependence of the nodal Σ”(ω) (solid line) in the
ω= 0 limit using the linear relation between α and doping level p. Low temperature extrapolations from linear fits between [250 K, 300 K] are extrapolated
as dashed lines. Additionally, Γ0= 0, β= π, and λ= 0.5 for all curves. b, c Resistivity as a function of temperature and doping calculated using two different
methods (solid lines, see text for details). Linear extrapolations from [250 K, 300 K] are shown as dashed lines. The temperature dependence is dominated
by the temperature dependence of Σ”. d Resistivity measurements fromWatanabe et al. as well as the “pseudogap” temperature scale T* 22. e Compilation
of the “break” temperatures from panel a: T’ and T” are temperatures where there is an apparent break in Σ” from the more linear form that is observed at
high temperatures (up to 300 K).
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Phonon-electron scattering in normal diluted metals can give linear 
resistivity  at intermediate temperatures, unrelatedly to quantum 
criticality

LINEAR-IN-T RESISTIVITY IN DILUTE METALS: A … PHYSICAL REVIEW B 99, 085105 (2019)
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FIG. 5. Resistivity ρ vs temperature for different effective masses and for carrier densities shown in the figures with momentum cutoff
corresponding to the maximum Debye phonon modes. The cutoff wave vector is given by q D = kBTD/h̄vs, where TD is the Debye temperature.

In Ih , ε > εc, and we have q m = q D in Eqs. (14) and (15).
Then, the scattering time becomes

1
τ

∝
(

q D

2k

)3

T, (24)

i.e., τ (ε) ∼ ε3/2T −1. By using the asymptotic behavior of Ih ,
we obtain

Ih ∝ T 5/2x5/2
c e−xc ∼ e−Tc/T for xc ≫ 1 or T ≪ T0

∝ T 5/2 for xc ≪ 1 or T ≫ T0. (25)

Thus, we find that for T < T0, Il dominates over Ih , and
for T > T0, Ih dominates over Il . Since the denominator of
Eq. (21) gives T 2 contribution, we finally have

⟨τ ⟩ ∝ T −1 for T ≪ T0

∝ T 1/2 for T ≫ T0, (26)

and the resistivity becomes

ρ(T ) ∝ T for T < T0

∝ T −1/2 for T ≫ T0. (27)

The numerically calculated temperature-dependent resis-
tivity, which agrees with our asymptotic analytical formula, is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The Debye cutoff has no effect on the
resistivity at low temperatures, but at high temperatures the
resistivity is suppressed due to the restriction of the scattering
angle. Based on our calculation, we have mTm ≈ constant,

where Tm (∼T0) is the temperature at the maximum resistivity
(which is found empirically through the numerical calcula-
tion). Figure 4 shows the temperature-dependent resistivity
with GaAs parameters and the effective mass m = 5me for
two different densities. As shown in Fig. 4, the resistivity
is divided into three distinct regions, BG region at low tem-
peratures with ρ ∝ T 4, linear region at intermediate tempera-
tures with ρ ∝ T , and scattering phase-space limited region
with Debye cutoff at high temperatures with ρ ∝ T −1/2.
The numerically calculated high temperature crossover of the
resistivity from T to T −1/2 occurs at Tm ∼ T0/3, which is
independent of the electron density. Note that T0 is a function
of effective mass only.

In Fig. 5, we show the calculated 2D resistivity as a
function of temperature for different masses. Even though
the low temperature crossover (Tc) from T 4 to T behavior
varies with the carrier density (since TBG ∼ kF ), the high
temperature crossover (Tm) does not depend on the density
for a fixed effective mass, which can be understood from the
density dependence of TF , TBG and TD. Tm is approximately
given by Tm ∼ T0/3 = kBT 2

D /(24v2
c m) ≈ 3120/m∗ K for 2D

GaAs systems. Thus, Tm decreases with increasing effective
mass, but it is independent of the electron density. The low
temperature crossover Tc increases with density, i.e., Tc ≈
0.35TBG ≈ 0.7

√
ñ , where ñ is measured in unit of 1010 cm−2,

but it is independent of the effective mass. Thus, at low
electron densities and for a low effective mass system, the
linearly increasing resistivity can manifest in a wide range

085105-7
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Field-theoretic models for breakdown of FL

• 1D case (Luttinger liquid) 

• Orthogonality catastrophe (hidden Fermi liquid) 

• Pomeranchuk instability 

• Coupling to gauge theory (fundamental or emergent) 

• Coupling to critical sector
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Anderson’s hidden Fermi liquid

Hubbard model: electrons on a lattice, with hopping, exchange and  
 on-site repulsion 

Heff = P

X

i,j,�

tijc
†
i�cj�P =

X
tij ĉ

†
i� ĉj� P =

Y

i

(1� ni"ni#)

ĉ is the physical electron, whereas the Fermi liquid hides in the  
unprojected, unphysical Hilbert space

The pseudoparticles scatter off the lattice, the physical particles 
must decay into the HFL with rate                � ⇠ p⇡T

Linear resistivity, inverse Matthiessen law 

3

Applying a magnetic field does not excite projective
QPs, which would decay into the HFL, rather only causes
their trajectories to deviate. Hence, the magnetic field
commutes with P and its effect acts directly on the unpro-
jected space, Φ. The Hall scattering lifetime is hence that
of the HFL, τH = τHFL.[15] Since the inverse Hall angle
is given by cot θH = (ωcτH)−1 and τ−1

HFL = T 2/WHFL,
we can deduce WHFL from the Hall angle. Ref. [29] de-
rived a bandwidth in another context but we can follow
their arguments for estimating the cyclotron frequency,
ωc, leading to a relation between WHFL and cot θH ,

WHFL =

√

nπh̄

αeB
(7)

with n = k2F /2π being the carrier concentration and α
the slope of cot θH versus T2. We estimate n as one car-
rier per unit cell, consistent with kF from both ARPES
and ADMR at slightly different doping.[7, 30] Using the
cot θH data[28] on T l2Ba2CuO6+δ (x = 0.26), yields
WHFL = 800 K (Fig. 1), in excellent agreement with
WHFL determined from the resistivity. Even higher pre-
cision of WHFL could have been achieved by accounting
for the variation of kF and vF about the Fermi surface.
To balance precision with transparency in our solution
however, we invoke the fact that the bulk transport prop-
erties will be dominant along (π,π), where vF is maximal.
QPs may impurity scatter prior to decay, leading to

ρres and, less obviously, the T=0 offset in cot θH . As for
the latter, there is no intrinsic contribution of the QPs
to cot θH as the magnetic field neither creates QPs nor

FIG. 1: Self-consistent HFL fits (black) of ρ versus T and in-
verse Hall angle versus T2. The sample is OD T l2Ba2CuO6+δ

(x=0.26). The resistivity is given by Eq. (6) (pre-factor is a
free parameter) with WHFL = 800 K. This linear best fit for
cot θH was used to determine α for Eq. (7), resulting in WHFL

= 800 K. Data for the inverse Hall angle (red) and resistivity
(blue) were extracted from ref. [28]. The magnetic field of
7 T in the Hall experiment is not expected to fully suppress
superconductivity at the lowest temperatures so that portion
of the Hall data should be ignored while the 16 T used in the
ρ(T) experiment should be sufficient. (Color online)

do they transfer momentum via umklapp. But in the im-
purity scattering channel, QP momentum is transferred.
The magnetic field deviates the trajectory of both PPs
and QPs, so QPs will contribute to cot θH as an impurity
term. Impurity scattering is not a many-body effect and
does not impact the unphysical PPs. It is a property of
the geometry of the transmission channels and not a true
dissipative process, a result of the Landauer formula for
conductivity, and is unaffected by the bottleneck.
An electron-phonon (e-ph) interaction exists with both

PPs and QPs but it is too weak for umklapp scattering,
evidenced by ρ(T) as there is neither high-T saturation
nor indication of the Debye frequency. A temperature
gradient thermally skews the Fermi surface (FS) so small
q, normal e-ph scattering can inelastically thermally re-
lax entropy carriers. The FS is not displaced so the gra-
dient will not disrupt the equilibrium between QPs and
PPs and the entropy transport is just that of the HFL.[18]

FIG. 2: ADMR (ωcτtr)−1 versus T showing excellent agree-
ment with HFL using no free parameters (solid lines) and the
data of ref. [10] for OD T l2Ba2CuO6+δ (x=0.26). Shown are
the isotropic contribution (Eq. (9a),blue) and the anisotropic
term (Eq. (9b),red) that vanishes at the node. WHFL = 800K
was used for the HFL bandwidth along (π,π), determined in-
dependently from both ρ(T) and cot θH , as discussed. To eval-
uate the pre-factor of Eqns. (9a) and (9b), we determined the
nodal ωc from (ωcτH)−1 in Fig. 1 with τ−1

H
= T 2/WHFL. We

account for the anisotropic kF with kF (π, 0)/kF (π,π)=9/10
(ref. [30]) and anisotropic vF with vF (π, 0)/vF (π,π)=1/2
(refs. [9, 30]). The T=0, impurity offset in the blue curve
is arbitrary as it is sample specific. (Color online)

We now extend the “bottleneck” form for τtr, con-
necting the projected space with the HFL, to include
the anisotropic kF (φ) and vF (φ) (φ is the angle with
respect to (0,0) - (π,0) in the Brillouin zone). The in-
verse HFL lifetime, τ−1

HFL(φ) = T 2/WHFL(φ), will share
the anisotropy of (k2F (φ)/m

∗(φ))−1 = (vF (φ)kF (φ))−1

(recall WHFL ≈ ϵF g2t (x), which would essentially be an
equality if not for J). The anisotropic kF and vF will also
be evident in ωc(φ) = eBvF (φ)/h̄kF (φ). Evaluating the
quantity measured in the ADMR[7–10] experiments,

1

ωcτtr
(φ) =

h̄kF
vF eBτtr

+
1

ωcτres
(8)
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Pomeranchuk instability

The collective modes of the FL become unstable for 

Fl  �(2l + 1)

[Davison, Goykhman, Parnachev ’13] proposed a connection  
between the 2-charge 5d STU black hole and a singular FL  with  

F0 ⇠ O(1) , F1 ⇠ N4/3 , F2 = �5 +N�2/3 , kF ⇠ v�1
F ⇠ N2/3

Note that a regular FL cannot have a purely gravitational  
description since ⌘

s
⇠ µ3

T 3

 16

F = F0 +
X

k

(✏̃k � µ)�nk +
X

k,k0

f(k, k0)�nk�nk0
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Coupling FL to Maxwell field / massless modes

Transverse photon propagator in the medium

Dij = (�ij �
qiqj
q2

)
e2

!2 � q2 � 4⇡e2M(q,!)

M = �i
⇡⌫F vF

4

!

q

Fig. 33. (a) The diagrams for M; (b) The diagram for the self-energy from the in
the discussion of the SFL effect arising from the coupling of the electrons to the
electromagnetic gauge fields; (c) Anharmonic interaction of fluctuations such as
(c) are non-singular in the SFL problem of coupling of the electrons in metals to
electromagnetic fields.

At small frequencies, this yields for the propagator D

Dij(k,ω) ≈
δij − k̂ik̂j

i6παn ω
nkvF

+ c2k2 − iω
, (154)

which corresponds to an overdamped mode with dispersion ω ∼ k3.

Before discussing how such a dispersion gives SFL behavior in three dimen-
sions, it is instructive to point out that although (154) was obtained perturba-
tively, Maxwell’s equations ensure that the field propagator must generally be
of this form at low frequencies and momenta. Indeed, for a metal we can write
the current j as j = σ(k,ω)E; if we combine this with the Maxwell equation
∇× H = j + ∂E/∂t we easily find that the general form of the propagator is

Dij(k,ω) =
δij − k̂ik̂j

4iπµωσ(k,ω) + c2k2
. (155)

Here µ is the diamagnetic permeability. For pure metals, the low-frequency
limit is determined by the anomalous skin effect [5] and σ(k, 0) ∼ k−1. Accord-
ing to the expression (155), this 1/k behavior then implies that the dispersion

80

Electron self-energy
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The model is always strongly coupled, difficult to solve consistently 
The large-N expansion breaks down [Lee, 09]

53

these averages cancel out in the low energy theory, thus
supporting the existence of a universal theory. We note
that the idea of simplification realized by an average over
similar strongly-coupled theories is also playing an impor-
tant role in recent investigations in quantum gravity, and
averages over random matrices or conformal field theo-
ries yield systematic large N holographic realizations of
the path integral of simple theories of gravity (Afkhami-
Jeddi et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Cotler and Jensen,
2020; Datta et al., 2021; Engelhardt et al., 2020; Maloney
and Witten, 2020; Pérez and Troncoso, 2020; Saad et al.,
2019; Stanford and Witten, 2019).

We will consider a specific model of a critical Fermi sur-
face — fermions coupled to an emergent U(1) gauge field.
As outlined in Sec. II.B, such a theory arises in a number
of di↵erent physical contexts, including spin liquid Mott
insulators with a gapless Fermi surface of spinons (Alt-
shuler et al., 1994; Lee, 1989; Polchinski, 1994) and the
compressible quantum Hall state in the half-filled Landau
level with a gapless Fermi surface of composite fermions
(Halperin et al., 1993). The formalism is also easily ex-
tended to a number of other examples involving the on-
set of broken symmetries, identified by order parameters
with vanishing lattice momentum, in a metal (e.g. Ising-
nematic order in a Fermi liquid (Metlitski and Sachdev,
2010)).

A. Fermi surface coupled to a dynamical U(1) gauge field

Consider a non-zero density of fermions coupled to an
emergent U(1) gauge field, Aµ. In the presence of a Fermi
surface, the longitudinal components of Aµ are screened
just as in an ordinary metal with Coulomb interactions.
However, there is no screening in the transverse sector,
and so we shall focus only on the transverse spatial com-
ponents Ax,y. We can schematically write the theory by
generalizing the action for the Fermi liquid to

ScA =

Z
d⌧

Z
ddk

(2⇡)d
c†
ka

✓
@

@⌧
+ "(�ir � A)

◆
cka

+
NK

2

Z
d2x (r ⇥ A)2

�
. (11.1)

We have not included an explicit time derivative term
for A because it will turn to be subdominant to the fre-
quency dependence induced by the Fermi surface. The
co-e�cient of the Maxwell term (r ⇥ A)2 is determined
by short distance physics, and we have included a pref-
actor of N for future convenience; the gauge-coupling is
denoted K�1. We have restricted our considerations to
spatial dimension d = 2, where the frequency dependence
for the self-energy will be most singular, and is also the
dimension of most physical applications.

Let us now proceed with a perturbative, but self-
consistent, analysis of ScA in a ‘patch’ theory: we focus
on the vicinity of the point k0 on the Fermi surface, as in
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FIG. 24 We focus on an extended patch of the Fermi surface,
and expand in momenta about the point k0 on the Fermi
surface. This yields a theory of 2-dimensional fermions  in
(11.3).

Fig. 24. For the gauge field A, it turns out we need only
include components of their momenta which are tangent
to the Fermi surface, closely connected to the 1/|qy| de-
pendence of the fermion polarizibility that is obtained as
in Fermi liquid theory

⇧(q, i!n) = �
|!n|

4⇡vF|qy|
. (11.2)

Recalling that we are focusing only on transverse gauge
field fluctuations, we may replace the gauge field by a
single scalar field � = Ax. In this manner, the patch
theory limit of Eq. (11.1) is

S � =

Z
d⌧dxdy
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, (11.3)

where, for now, we are considering the case with a =
1 . . . N fermion flavors. This patch theory also applies
to the other cases with order parameters, identified just
before Section XI.A.

The fermion polarizability will now appear as a self en-
ergy for the � field, and so we can write the � propagator,
D(q, i⌦n) as

D(q, i⌦n) =
1

N
�
Kq2

y
� v2

F
⇧(q, i⌦n)

� , (11.4)

where ⇧ is given by (11.2). The fermion Green’s function
is expressed in the usual way,

G(k, i!n) =
1

i!n � "k � ⌃(k, i!)
, (11.5)

where now

"k = vF kx + 
k2

y

2
. (11.6)

Patch  
theory
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For transport, it has been argued that the effect of impurities is crucial



Adding disorder

Same model with N flavors and random Yukawa couplings (inspired by  
SYK models) 
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X

a,b,c

(gabc + g0a,b,c(x))�a(x) b(x) c(x)
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gabcga0b0c0 = g2�aa0�bb0�cc0
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[Patel et al, 22]
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⌃(!, k = kF ) ⇠ ! log!

marginal FL [Varma, 09]
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⇢ ⇠ �+ g02T at large N



Emergent U(1): slave boson model

Electrons on a lattice, without double occupancy
X

�

c†i�cj�  1

ci� = fi�bi

X

�

f†
i�fi� + b†i bi = 1 Lagrange multiplier �i

Local U(1) introduced: fi ! ei�fi

bi ! e�i�bi

fractionalization of charge and spin

Quantum fluctuations make the U(1) field dynamical 

spinon holon
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This can also realize a marginal Fermi liquid, but typically suffers from  
the same large-N problem



Holography

Several features of strange metals point to a connection with holography:

Strong coupling, absence of well-defined quasiparticles

Vicinity of a quantum critical point with non trivial exponents 

Saturation of transport bounds

Semi-locality (weak dependence on momentum)
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termed an ‘electron star’ in [20] by analogy with the familiar neutron stars of astrophysics

[27, 28], which satisfy very similar equations. At zero temperature the entire charge is

carried by the fermions. The absence of additional charge-carrying sectors of the theory,

such as extremal black holes, suggests that electron stars are a promising arena to investigate

the nature of strongly interacting Fermi surfaces. In this letter we will probe two key

features of Fermi surfaces: their manifestation as quantum oscillations in a magnetic field

and the Luttinger theorem relating the area of the Fermi surface to the total charge density

[29]. One of our main results will be that while the system exhibits the classic Kosevich-

Lifshitz quantum oscillations characteristic of Fermi liquids, the corresponding Fermi surface

area does not satisfy the Luttinger theorem. While a direct comparison is premature, it

is noteworthy that this same apparent dichotomy between Fermi liquid oscillations and

non-Fermi liquid physics has haunted much recent discussion in the cuprates following the

seminal experiments of [30]. The geometry behind the mismatch in our holographic setup

will become apparent: many of the bulk fermions do not participate in the oscillations

and therefore disrupt the ‘Luttinger count’. In the final section we give a field theoretic

description of this phenomenon and compare with ‘fractionalized Fermi liquids’ [31, 32]. A

sketch of an electron star is given in figure 1.
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U�ĺ��

U� �UV
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Figure 1: The electron star. The field theory charge density is given by the bulk electric field,

which is sourced entirely by the fermion fluid. Quantum oscillations are due to fermions

at a single radius in the star. The quantum critical region emerges due to screening of the

electric field by the fermion fluid.

2

Electron star in AdS [Hartnoll, Tavanfar, Hofman, Vegh ’10-’11]

Dual to a boundary system with a large number of  FS 

Plotting the Green’s function against !̂/(cµ̂) and k̂/µ̂ will undo the coordinate choice we

made in taking rs = 1 while also fixing the normalisation of time of the boundary quantum

field theory so that the speed of light is unity. The result is shown in figure 7.

In figure 7 we see several features discussed previously. There are poles along the

real frequency axis corresponding to excitations of the many di↵erent Fermi surfaces, but

beyond !̂ ⇠ k̂2 the spectral function is constant. The poles away from the real axis form

the semicircle anticipated in section 7. To understand the semicircle we can relate the

poles of the small star Green’s function (118) to the general Green’s function (83) close

to the dispersion relation !̂ ⇠ k̂2. To connect the two we must take the large ⌫ limit

of (118) keeping " fixed. Of the two more complicated gamma functions appearing in

the denominator of (118), the one in the numerator is �(12 � " + i⌫) while the one in

the denominator is �(12 � "). At large ⌫ with " fixed we land on the general result (83).

Repeating the arguments of section 7 gives a semicircle of poles in the lower half plane.

The semicircles form essentially a right angle with the real axis in figure 7, di↵erent from

the small angle of section 7. In the small star limit the angle is determined by log �� ⇠ log ⌫

rather than the log � of equation (91), see appendix D. For the values of the parameters

chosen in the plots, this logarithm is not su�ciently large to lead to a small angle.

Because the Green’s function (118) captures both cases II and III, we can plot ImGR(!̂, k̂)

to produce a precise version of the sketch of figure 4. The result is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8: Spectral density of many Fermi surfaces interacting with a dissipative critical

sector: ImGR(!̂, k̂), as a function of frequency and momentum. Computed using (118)

with m̂ = 1/
p
2, corresponding to z = 2 as required. The plot has �̄ = 100, ⌫ = 30.
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Massless excitations interacting with a critical sector described by IR 
Lifshitz geometry 

Crossover from FL to NFL at ! ⇠ kz

Volume of FS satisfies Luttinger, but the area measured by  
quantum oscillation is smaller



!22

AdS4AdS2 x R2

[Liu, McGreevy, Vegh ’09]

 (z, t, x)

� =
3

2
+mR k(z, t)

�k =
1

2
+ ⌫k ⌫k =

s

m2R2
2 � q2 +

R2
2

R2

k2

µ2

G / !⌫(k)

GR(!, k) =
A(!, k) +B(!, k)G
C(!, k) +D(!, k)Gmatching UV and IR

Fermi surface for C(! = 0, k 6= 0) = 0

Holographic non-Fermi liquid

Probe fermions in the near-extremal black-hole geometry 

IR UV
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Solution unstable to the formation of a condensate

4

III. PROPERTIES OF SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

A. General behavior

We now describe the properties of GR obtained by solv-
ing (24). First note that by taking k → −k the equations
for ξ± exchange with each other, leading to

G22(ω, k) = G11(ω,−k) . (27)

Similarly by taking q → −q,ω → −ω we find that

G11(ω, k;−q) = −G∗
22(−ω, k; q) . (28)

So it is enough to restrict to positive k and q. One can
also check that as |ω|, |k| ≫ µq, both components reduce
to those of the vacuum. When m = 0, by dividing the
equation for ξ+ in (24) by ξ2+, we find that ξ− = − 1

ξ+
,

which implies that

G22(ω, k) = − 1

G11(ω, k)
, m = 0 . (29)

Combining (27) and (29) we thus conclude that at k = 0,

G11(ω, k = 0) = G22(ω, k = 0) = i, m = 0 . (30)

Further study of GR is possible by numerically solving
(24). We will first consider T = 0 and will mostly discuss
the massless case. The mass dependence will be discussed
briefly at the end. There are several consistency checks
on our numerics. Firstly, ImG11 and ImG22 are both
positive, which is a requirement of unitarity since the di-
agonal components are proportional to spectral densities.
For a fixed large k ≫ µq, Im G11 has a linearly-dispersing
constant-height peak at ω + µq ≈ −k and ImG22 has a
peak at ω + µq ≈ k, while both components are roughly
zero in the region ω + µq ∈ (−k, k) (see figure 1 and 2).
This recovers the behavior in the vacuum, which is given
by [21, 22]

G11 = −

√

k − (ω + iϵ)

k + (ω + iϵ)
, G22 =

√

k + (ω + iϵ)

k − (ω + iϵ)
(31)

with now the divergences at ω = ±k smoothed out into
finite size peaks.

B. Fermi surface

As one decreases k to µq and smaller, the behavior of
GR deviates significantly from that of the vacuum. For
definiteness, let us now focus on q = 1 (with µq =

√
3).

In this case the finite peak of Im G22 in the large k region
develops into a sharp quasi-particle-like peak near kF =
0.918528499(1) (see figure 2). The behavior of ImG22 in
the region of small k⊥ ≡ k−kF and ω can be summarized
as follows:
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FIG. 1: Spectral function ImG22(ω) at k = 1.2 < µq (left
plot) and k = 3.0 > µq (right plot) for m = 0 and q =
1 (µq =

√
3). The function asymptotes to 1 as |ω| → ∞

as in the vacuum (31). Right plot: The onset of the finite
peak at ω ≈ 1.2 ≈ k−µq roughly corresponds to the location
of divergence at ω = k in the vacuum (31). The function is
roughly zero between ω ∈ (−k−µq, k−µq), as it is in vacuum.
Left plot: The deviation from the vacuum behavior becomes
significant.

FIG. 2: 3d plots of Im G11(ω, k) and Im G22(ω, k) for m = 0
and q = 1 (µq =

√
3). In the right plot the ridge at k ≫ µq

corresponds to the smoothed-out peaks at finite density of the
divergence at ω = k in the vacuum. As one decreases k to a
value kF ≈ 0.92 < µq, the ridge in Im G22 develops into an
(infinitely) sharp peak indicative of a Fermi surface.

1. For k⊥ < 0, we find a sharp quasi-particle-like peak
in the region ω < 0 and a small “bump” (with
a broad maximum) in the region ω > 0 (see fig-
ure 3). This appears to indicate that there is a
quasi-particle-like pole in the left quadrant of the
lower-half complex ω-plane. As k⊥ → 0−, both
the peak and the maximum of the bump approach
ω = 0, their heights go to infinity, and their widths
go to zero. By carefully examining when the peak
and the bump meet we are able to determine the
accuracy of kF = 0.918528499(1) to 10th digit.

2. For k⊥ > 0, one does not see a sharp peak along
real ω-axis for either sign of ω. Instead one finds a
“bump” (with a broad maximum) on the ω > 0 side
and a smaller bump on the ω < 0 side. See figure 5.
In the limit k⊥ → 0+, both bumps approach ω = 0
and their heights go into infinity.

3. The quasi-particle-like peak and various bumps can
also be studied by plotting ImG22(k,ω) as a func-
tion of k for a given ω (see the left panel of figure 4
for a plot at ω = −0.001). In the limit ω → 0−, the
height of the peak goes to infinity with its width
going to zero. At exactly ω = 0, however, the func-
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The Faulkner-Polchinski model  ’10 
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Resummed propagator reproduces the holographic  form
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UV holographic modes can be replaced by free fermions

The role of the AdS2 in the IR is to provide modes that are critical  
for all momenta, so they scatter efficiently at all angles



The interacting F-P model
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quadratic coupling, and a potential interaction term (we will consider a Coulomb interaction). The

last two lines contain higher order interactions, possibly with other CFT operators denoted by �;

these terms were important in establishing the generalisation of Landau’s theory in [34], but will

not play a role in the present paper.

We have also included a parameter N that allows us to have a parametric control of the diagram-

matic expansion. The most important thing to note is that here in the large N limit (i) all terms

in the fermionic sector � scale as O(1), (ii) all terms involving interactions of � with the IR-CFT

operators (including  ) scale as O(N), and (iii) SCFT scales as O(N2). This large-N scaling, as

we will see presently, is crucial to have a modified propagator at = O(1), as we will see presently.

However, it does not suppresses radiative corrections, e.g. to the vertex coupling the current to the

electromagnetic field Aµ�̄�µ�, which enters in the electromagnetic response. In this paper we will

ignore such corrections, adopting what is known as the RPA approximation, though it would be

important to investigate them as well.

Resumming the quadratic interaction with  leads to the following retarded propagator:2

GR(!,k) =
1

⇣!⌫ � ✏k
, ✏k =

k2

2m
�

k2F
2m

, 0 < ⌫ < 1. (1)

Above, we have ignored the sub-leading ! term which arises from the from the free fermionic action.

The exponent ⌫ characterises the deviation from FL behavior; apart from it, the model also has

some additional parameters: the complex number ⇣ and the Fermi momentum kF .

From the propagator we deduce the spectral function ⇢ = �2ImGR :

ImGR(!,k) = �
⇣I!⌫

(⇣R!⌫ � ✏k)2 + ⇣2I!
2⌫
✓(!)�

⇣̃I |!|⌫

(⇣̃R|!|⌫ � ✏k)2 + ⇣̃2I |!|
2⌫
✓(�!), (2)

where ⇣R(I) are the real (imaginary) parts of ⇣, and likewise3 ⇣̃R(I) are the real (imaginary) parts

of ⇣̃, with

⇣̃ = ⇣ei⇡⌫ .

Notice that the spectral function manifestly has particle-hole asymmetry. In order for the spectral
2 This propagator is obtained by diagonalising the quadratic action and therefore describes the propagation of a

superposition of � and  . However, the component of  is O(1/N). The other piece in the diagonalised quadratic
action involves a propagator that vanishes on the Fermi surface, and plays no role in the low energy effective
theory.

3 Note since GR is analytic in ! in the upper half complex plane, it follows that (�!)⌫ = ei⇡⌫
|!|⌫ . This is why ⇣̃

appears in ImGR for negative values of !.
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function to be positive we must require ⇣I > 0, ⇣̃I > 0, and this implies

0 < � < ⇡(1� ⌫). (3)

where � := arg(⇣).

When the propagator is derived from a holographic model, as in [28], the phase of ⇣ depends on

the parameters of the model and is given by

arg(⇣) = arg(�(�⌫)(e�i⇡⌫
� e�2⇡q)) (4)

where q is the fermion charge in appropriate units; the relation (3) is then automatically satisfied,

and the upper bound in (3) is saturated when q ! 1. In the other limit q ! 0, which is the probe

limit where the backreaction of the bulk fermion on the bulk gauge field can be ignored, we obtain

� = (⇡/2)(1�⌫), i.e. half of the extremal value. In this work, we will consider a generic case where

� is closer to the extremal value since otherwise q needs to be very small.4

The spectral function (2) is not integrable, since it does not decay sufficiently fast at infinity. This

feature is necessary for the spectral function to satisfy the sum rule and therefore is an indication

that the model as it stands is not complete – it requires a UV completion. The simplest way to

deal with this problem is to consider the theory with a UV cutoff. A better way is to re-introduce

the ! term coming from the free propagator which leads to a crossover to a FL behaviour at high

energies with a propagator of the form

GR(!,k) =
1

⇣!⌫ + ! � ✏k
; (5)

The crossover to FL behaviour happens at the scale !c = |⇣|1/(1�⌫). Since it will be more difficult

to compute using this propagator, we will instead use the crossover scale as a cutoff, and argue that

this introduces errors that are small at low energies.

The reasoning behind why these semi-holographic models lead to a generalisation of Landau’s

Fermi liquid theory has been presented in [34]. The crux of this argument is that all the interaction

terms beyond the quadratic part of the action which lead to the propagator (1) are irrelevant for

the low energy non-Fermi liquid in the sense that both the real and imaginary parts of self-energy

corrections to (1) are smaller than !⌫ when ! is small. This can also be argued on the basis of
4 In practice, choosing the extremal value leads to numerical instability and qualitative features of our model does

not depend much on the precise value of � as long as we avoid the extremal value.
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Lindhard function [Doucot, Ecker, Mukhopadhyay, GP ’17]
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III. HOW TO COMPUTE THE GENERALISED LINDHARD FUNCTION

The main object of this paper is the generalized Lindhard function L(⌦,q), defined as the time-

ordered density-density correlation function.6 It also gives the medium-induced correction to the

photon self-energy at one-loop order. Explicitly, it is given by:

L(⌦,q) = �2i

Z

k

Z

!
GF (!+,k+)GF (!�,k�) , (6)

where

!± = ! ±
⌦

2
, k± = k±

q

2
. (7)

Also, GF denotes the fermionic Feynman propagator. We will establish a few properties that will

be useful later. First, it is easy to see that L(⌦,q) = L(�⌦,q), so we can take ⌦ > 0. We will only

consider isotropic systems, so L it is only a function of |q| ⌘ q.

In order to preserve analytic properties of correlation functions in the Schwinger-Keldysh con-

tour, it is convenient to rewrite the Feynman propagator in terms of the retarded propagator as

follows:7

GF (!,k) = ReGR(!,k) + iImGR(!,k)(1� 2nF (!)). (8)

with nF denoting the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at finite temperature. Using this it is easy

to show that:

L(⌦, q) = 2

Z

k

Z

!

 
ReGR (!�,k�) ImGR (!+,k+) (1� 2nF (!+)) (9)

+ReGR (!+,k+) ImGR (!�,k�) (1� 2nF (!�))

!

�2i

Z

k

Z

!

 
ReGR (!�,k�)ReGR (!+,k+)

�ImGR (!+,k+) ImGR (!�,k�) (1� 2nF (!+)) (1� 2nF (!�))

!
.

For reasons to be clear soon, it is convenient to note that since GR(!,k) is analytic in ! in UHP,
6 We call this the generalized Lindhard function from now on, because the term Lindhard function is used in literature

in the context of Fermi liquids.
7 To derive the relation below, we recall that GF (x�x0, t�t0) = �iG>(x�x0, t�t0)✓(t�t0)�iG<(x�x0, t�t0)✓(t0�t).

To go to Fourier space, we can use the convolution theorem, and that G>(!,k) = ImGR(!,k)(1 � nF (!)) and
G<(!,k) = �ImGR(!,k)nF (!). We also use the Kramers-Kronig relation between ReGR(!,k) and ImGR(!,k).
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FIG. 6. Plots of ImL(q) of the semi-holographic non-Fermi liquid for ⌫ = 2/3 and � = ⇡/4 for various fixed

values of ⌦. In order to compare with plots of ImL
FL(q) shown in Fig. 4, we need to take into account that

for the above plots we have chosen kF = 0.4, m = 0.5 (i.e. ✏F = 0.16) and |⇣| = 1.

Fermi liquid case, this region between the twin peaks(kinks) shrinks with increasing ⌦ and

disappears at ⌦ = ✏F .

2. Just like in the Fermi liquid case, the extent of the inner core features is governed by kine-

matics (see Figs. 1 and 2). For small ⌦, the extent of this region starts close to q = 0 and

ends just short of q = 2kF (i.e. q = 0.8). The two end points move away from q = 0 and

q = 2kF with increasing ⌦ merging at q = kF (i.e. q = 0.4) when ⌦ ⇡ ✏F (i.e. ⌦ ⇡ 0.16)8.

3. Unlike the Fermi liquid case, the plots in Fig. 6 demonstrate no special values of q corre-

sponding to ⌦max and ⌦min (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3) where ImL(q) vanishes at fixed values of ⌦

as visible clearly in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, these values of q corresponding to ⌦max and ⌦min

get replaced by regions where @2ImL(q)/@q2 varies rapidly as happens near inflexion points.

There are indeed two such regions for any value of ⌦ in the plots in Fig. 6, one centred at

the value of q where ⌦max(q) is supposed to be in the Fermi liquid case and similarly another

centred at the value of q where ⌦min(q) is supposed to be.

To summarise, we can conclude that the Fermi liquid features arising from the inner core of the

particle-hole continuum remain sharply defined in the semi-holographic non-Fermi liquid case in the

8 Here and elsewhere one must resist exact comparisons with Fermi liquid because there is some inherent ambiguity
in determining the locations of q corresponding to ⌦int, etc. Nevertheless the comparisons do hold approximately
even quantitatively.
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FIG. 4. Plots of ImL
FL(q) for various fixed values of ⌦ are shown above. Note L

FL(q,⌦) =
(m/⇡)f(q/kF ,⌦/✏F ) with ✏F = k2F /2m. Therefore, we have used the dimensionless variables q/kF , ⌦/✏F
and (⇡/m)ImL in the plots above. Note that the intermediate plateau and the two intermediate kinks where

@ImL
FL(q)/@q is discontinuous appear for ⌦/✏F < 1 and disappears when ⌦/✏F � 1.

FIG. 5. Plots of ImL
FL(⌦) for various fixed values of q are shown above. We have used dimensionless

variables for plotting as in Fig. 4. Note the behaviour for q < 2kF is different from that for q > 2kF . In

particular, the minimum value of ⌦ for the latter case for which ImL
FL(⌦) is non-vanishing is shifted from

the origin. Also the intermediate kink where @ImL
FL(q)/@⌦ is discontinuous appears only for q < 2kF .

FLSHNFL
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involving the bare Coulomb interaction.

The RPA has been extensively used in many-body physics since the 1950’s. In metals, it is

justified by the long range character of the bare Coulomb repulsion, which makes it possible to

treat the response of the electronic fluid to a slowly varying perturbation by a self-consistent field

approach. A detailed discussion of RPA in this context can be found in chapter 5 of the book by

Pines and Nozières [41].

Two objects of interest here are (i) the improved generalised Lindhard function which we will

denote as L
imp and (ii) the dynamically screened Coulomb potential which we will denote as Vs.

Both of these objects can be obtained by summing over ring diagrams shown in Figs. 14 and 15

respectively. The bubbles in these diagrams stand for the one-loop generalised Lindhard function

which we have studied in the previous section and the wavy lines denote the Coulomb potential.

++

+ +  .. . .

FIG. 14. The ring diagrams summing which we obtain L
imp(q,⌦).

It is clear from Figs. 14 and 15 that summing over the ring diagrams we obtain

L
imp(q,⌦) =

L(q,⌦)

1� V (q)L(q,⌦)
, (34)

Vs(q,⌦) =
V (q)

1� V (q)L(q,⌦)
. (35)

Since we are interested in particular in 2D non-Fermi liquids, we consider a potential V (q) =

e2/(2✏bq).14

In order to investigate collective response it will be useful to define the retarded L
imp
R as below:

L
imp
R (q,⌦) =

LR(q,⌦)

1� V (q)LR(q,⌦)
. (36)

14 In the cuprates, for example, the electrons are mechanically confined in a 2D plane. Although the electric field
lines are not confined to this plane, we need to do a 2D Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential e2/(4⇡✏b|r|).
This gives the 1/q potential with a prefactor determined by the dielectric constant ✏b of the material.
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FIG. 19. Three-dimensional plots of real and imaginary parts of L
imp(q,⌦) for e2/(2✏b) = 1, ⌫ = 2/3,

kF = 0.4, arg(⇣) = ⇡/4 and all other parameters as in the previous section.

�ImL
imp which coincide with zeroes of ReLimp. We have chosen e2/(2✏b) = 1, ⌫ = 2/3, kF = 0.4,

arg(⇣) = ⇡/4 and all other parameters as in the previous section. We find that we can clearly

identify a proper pole (with narrow width) for each value of q > qcrit ⇡ 1.4 which lies away from

the inner core region.

For a better understanding of the plasmonic pole, we can refer back to Fig. 12 where ReL(⌦, q)

has been plotted as a function of q respectively for various fixed values of ⌦ < !c. Firstly, it is not

hard to see from Fig. 12 that for ⌦ < 0.2, ReL(⌦, q) is not appreciably positive in a sufficiently

large range of q and that a solution for X(q) = q � ReL(⌦, q) = 0 cannot exist. However, for

sufficiently large ⌦, it is also clear from Fig. 12 that ReL(⌦, q) is positive definite and a solution to

X(q) = q �ReL(⌦, q) = 0 does exist.15 The contour plot of �ImL
imp(⌦, q) where we have marked

the peaks with black dots is shown in Fig. 20. It is clear from this plot that well-defined plasmonic

poles can be found only above a threshold energy of about ⌦ = 0.2 corresponding to what we have

just inferred from Fig. 12. Obviously this also implies that plasmonic poles exist only for q > qcrit

with qcrit ⇡ 1.4.

15 The reader can readily see that the line y = q will intersect the curves ReL(⌦, q).
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FIG. 20. A contour plot of ImL
imp(q,⌦) is shown with the black dots indicating the maxima.

We can also understand why the plasmonic poles are well-defined by referring back to Fig. 6

where ImL(⌦, q) has been plotted as a function of q respectively for various fixed values of ⌦ < !c.

Firstly for a fixed ⌦ > 0.2, it is easy to identify from Fig. 20 the value qp(⌦) corresponding to a

well defined plasmonic pole where ⌦ = ⌦qp . As discussed above qp > qcrit ⇡ 1.4 for any ⌦. One can

verify from Fig. 6 that ImL(⌦, qp(⌦)) is small, and furthermore qp(⌦) > qmin(⌦), where qmin denotes

the value of q for which ⌦ = ⌦min(qmin), the (blurred) outer edge of the kinematically determined

continuum where ImL(q) changes its curvature rapidly and becomes a rapidly decaying function.

We can readily conclude from here that the plasmonic poles ⌦q should satisfy ⌦q < ⌦min(q), i.e.

they must lie in the low frequency tail of the blurred outer edge of the continuum (please refer to

Fig. 1 for quick visualisation). Since ⌦min(q) exists only for q > 2kF , clearly the threshold qcrit

should also satisfy qcrit > 2kF as indeed is the case 16.

The plasmonic poles are thus a a relatively low frequency and high momentum feature of the

dynamics and our arguments above indicate that they should exist in generic semi-holographic

non-Fermi liquid models. This contrasts with the 2D Fermi liquid case where the plasmons are

low momentum (but also low energy) features of the dynamics. From Fig. 20, we also see that
16 By looking at fig. 13 we can see that there is some value of ⌫, between 2/3 and 7/8, at which ReL(⌦ = 0.01, q) is

close to zero around q = 0. In this cases there will be another solution to X(q) = 0 at small q and ⌦, so there can
be another plasmonic mode at low frequency. However this is much more damped than the one we have discussed.

Collective mode inside the particle-hole continuum!

In FL this does not exist because of Landau damping
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B. Dynamic screening and possible pairing instability

Dynamic screening can be studied via the effective screened potential Vs(q,⌦) defined in (35).

For a better physical understanding, it is more useful to study Vs(⌦, r) defined as the 2�D Fourier

transform of Vs(q,⌦), i.e.

Vs(⌦, r) = (2⇡)�2
Z 2⇡

0
d✓

Z 1

0
dq qeiqr cos(✓)Vs(q,⌦). (43)

The plots in Fig. 22 and 23 present the real and imaginary parts of Vs(⌦, r) for ⌫ = 2/3 and other

parameters exactly the same as in the above subsection. Note we cannot trust the computations for

small values of r because of our semi-holographic effective model is an effective infrared description.
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FIG. 22. ReVs(⌦, r) shown as a function of r for various fixed values of ⌦.

The above plots show that for large values of ⌦, ReVs(⌦, r) develops substantially deep wells

where it becomes attractive – these wells become deeper as the value of ⌦ increases. Note although

ImVs(⌦, q) < 0 for all values of ⌦ and q implying we cannot have a runaway linear response of the

system to the influence of externally introduced moving charges, ImVs(⌦, r) also alternate in sign

not exactly in phase with ReVs(⌦, r). The latter implies that some part of the attractive regions of

ReVs(⌦, r) may not decay and can lead to production of sufficiently long-lived pairs. Therefore, the

system can have a non-linear instability particularly in the large ⌦ region, i.e. when the externally

introduced charges are subjected to oscillations at time-scales comparable to those of the system.

We will study the static limit soon where we will find usual but suppressed Friedel oscillations.

The above features of Vs(⌦, r) are unexpected and they also point towards a novel dynamical

Dynamical attraction at finite distance  
Possible Kohn-Luttinger superconductivity



The model is not UV complete, some observables show dependence on  
the cutoff

Improved model [Doucot, Mukhopadhyay, GP, Samanta ’20]

Hybridization with another species of free fermions (interactions  
with other bands)
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The DC conductivity can be computed using the following formula
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Using Drude model phenomenology we can estimate the carrier density 
and relaxation time 

3
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FIG. 3. Plots of dc conductivity and Hall conductivity with
temperature for fine-tuned values of ↵, where we obtain the
universality of the spectral function at T = 0.16EF . The dc
conductivity shows a good fit with T�1 (top) and the Hall
conductivity has a good fit with T�2 (bottom) at the mid-
range of temperature.

and Hall conductivity as a function of temperature. For
the special ratios of the coupling constants, both these
conductivities show strange metallic behavior in the mid-
temperature range, i.e., the dc conductivity has a T

�1

dependence, and the Hall conductivity has a T
�2 de-

pendence with temperature. The critical sector controls
the low-temperature behavior. The dc conductivity be-
haves as T

�⌫ and Hall conductivity as T
�2⌫ , as T ! 0.

The high-temperature region is independent of the holo-
graphic sector parameter ⌫ and the coupling constant ↵.

For all the above plots, we have chosen � = 0.001.
When we increase �, the ratios of the coupling constants
remain the same, but the temperature range over which
the strange metallic behavior is valid decreases.

DRUDE MODEL PHENOMENOLOGY

Our numerical results, i.e., �dc / T
�1, and �H / T

�2

fit with a simple Drude model in which the carrier den-
sity is independent of temperature, and there exists a
single scattering time ⌧ / T

�1. The Hall resistivity, ⇢H
is inversely proportional to the carrier density n. For
zero magnetic field, Hall resistivity is also proportional
to �H/�

2
dc
. Comparing the above two expressions of ⇢H ,

we get

n /
�
2
dc

�H

. (8)

The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the plot of carrier density
with temperature for our model. The carrier density is
independent of temperature for ⌫ < 0.95 for a large tem-
perature range in agreement with Eq. (8). The Drude
model also gives

�dc =
ne

2

m
⌧,

where ⌧ is the electronic scattering time. For regular
metal ⌧ is inversely proportional to T

2, and the propor-
tionality constant is metal dependent quantity. For our
model we see that ⌧ / �H/�dc, which is inversely propor-
tional to T . We plot the scattering time ⌧ for our model
in the right panel of Fig. 4. It shows that scattering time
is inversely proportional to the temperature. It is also in-
dependent of model parameters in the mid-temperature
range. The model deviates from the universality as we
approach the limit ⌫ ⇡ 1.
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FIG. 4. Left: plot of carrier density with temperature. It
shows independence of temperature over a long range. Right:
plot of scattering time with temperature. It is inversely pro-
portional to the temperature. It is also independent of the
model parameters for ⌫ < 0.95.

DISCUSSION
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We considered a phenomenological semiholographic model that  
combines the holographic IR sector with a UV given by band structure 

Not (yet) a realistic model of strange metals (no lattice, no pseudogap) 

Plasmonic excitations at intermediate energy

Linear resistivity at intermediate temperatures without tuning the  
exponent

Summary



Future directions

Fully characterize the phenomenology  
(Magnetoresistance, optical conductivity) 

Superconducting instability 

Interaction with AF magnetic order, anisotropy

Effect of adding disorder

Connection between doping and the model’s parameters

Connection with SYK-type models (coupling to a lattice of near-AdS2)


